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Subject:  Manufacturer Declaration  
 
 

Thank you for inquiring about Eaton’s ethical, social and environmental standard practices of 
sustainability. We are very proud of our efforts and are glad that your company is also committed 
to these practices. Eaton is fully committed to meet all regulatory requirements applicable to its 
products and carefully monitors new- and upcoming legislation that could affect Eaton and its 
products. Eaton has taken the necessary steps for implementing these product requirements in a 
timely manner. 
 

 

Eaton Corporation declares the following for the product shown below: 
 

170M1408 170M1415 170M1421 170M1471 170M1521 

170M1409 170M1416 170M1422 170M1472 170M1522 

170M1410 170M1417 170M1424 170M1482 170M1534 

170M1411 170M1417-H 170M1466 170M1517 170H0069 
170M1412 170M1418 170M1468 170M1518 170H3004 
170M1413 170M1419 170M1469 170M1519 170H0236 
170M1414 170M1420 170M1470 170M1520 

  
The product(s) is considered an electrical or electronic equipment (EEE) in the meaning of the 
RoHS Directive. We would like to inform you that to the best of our current knowledge the 
product(s) do not contain any of the restricted substances as per the RoHS Directive or the 
presence of such a substance is exempted as outlined in the Annexes III/IV. Therefore, the 
product(s) are in conformity with Directive 2011/65/EU of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 8 June 2011 on the restriction of the use of certain hazardous substances in electrical 
and electronic equipment as well as their subsequent amendments in place at the date of this 
declaration. 
 

This declaration is based on information available to us. It refers to the products at the date of 
issue. We make no express or implied representations or warranties with respect to the 
information contained herein. 
 
 

Sincerely, 

 



 

Gareth Cooper 

Technical Sales Engineer 


